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1.0: Objective: 

 

To define the instructions for loading of Grain Neutral Alcohol, TSDA-1, Heads & Tails and fusil oil 

to ensure that there is no risk of contamination. 

 

2.0: Scope: 

 

All finished alcohol tankers loaded for delivery to customers. 

 

Any maintenance activities, breakdowns, blockages and/or cleaning requirements not covered by 

this SOP requires a task-based risk assessment to be carried out in conjunction with the LOTOTO 

form and the permit to work system. 

 

3.0: Related documents:  

  

a. SED LOGRA-008 Alcohol Loading risk assessment 

b. SED LOGF-008 Alcohol Loading Sheet 

c. SED LOGF-012 Alcohol Loading Sheet IBC 

d. SED LOGF-004 Vehicle Rejection Record 

e. SED LOGF-015 Backhaul list for food liquids 

f. SED ESOP-001 Spillage Response Procedure 

g. SAP loading sheet 

h. SED LABF-002 Alcohol Transfer 

 

4.0: Responsibilities: 

 

4.1: Loading Operator: is responsible for carrying out alcohol loading operations for the tanker or 

IBC’s, as indicated in SED LOGF-008 Alcohol Loading Sheet and SED LOGF-012 Alcohol Loading 

Sheet IBC taking all the needed safety precautions. They are responsible for filling SED LOGF-

008 Alcohol Loading Sheet and SED LOGF-012 Alcohol Loading Sheet IBC, reporting of any 

anomaly/issue regarding the loading. The operator checks the seals and the actual cleaning of 

tankers and is responsible for ensuring the successful sealing of the tankers by the drivers and 

the labelling/sealing of the IBC’s at the end of each load. To report any breakdowns, 

blockages or maintenance requirements to the Area Manager. 

 

4.2: Gatehouse Operator: is responsible for checking all needed documentation. Weighing the 

lorry, issuing SAP loading sheet/sample label, issuing a copy of previous load email/copy of 
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cleaning certificate. Providing the correct number of seals with the identification numbers of 

the seals for each load marked on the corresponding paperwork. 

4.3: Logistics schedule department: is responsible for scheduling, arranging alcohol shipments, 

providing information to the gatehouse on expected shipments and arranging customs 

clearance for exported shipments. 

 

4.4: Laboratory: is responsible for completing or issuing SED LABF 002 Alcohol Transfer on a daily 

basis and for keeping alcohol retention samples. 

 
 

4.5: Area Manager: responsible for ensuring any associated activities not covered by this 

procedure are risk assessed and LOTOTO and/or permit to work issued. 

 

5.0: Procedure:   

 

5.1: Introduction: 

Alcohol is a flammable liquid and its vapours can form explosive atmospheres: when working 

in hazardous areas classified as ATmosphères EXplosives (ATEX) standard relative precautions 

must be followed. It is not allowed: 

• to smoke or use free flame, 

• to introduce or use mobile or cordless phones, 

• to use equipment or objects that can emit sparks. 

The alcohol is a liquid subject to a significant expansion of its volume due to the environment 

temperature. The position of the various valves must be strictly observed because it allows 

such changes in volume that occur without the damage of the piping lines. 

Alcohol is under excise tax regime (taxes of manufacture) for which it is under close 

supervision by the custom. The assessment is done continuously by measuring production 

and shipments, monitoring and recording every transfer. Any anomaly, mistake, spillage in 

any step of the loading must be reported immediately to the direct manager or to the 

laboratory to avoid incurring heavy penalties. In case of a spillage possibly harmful for the 

river, follow SED ESOP-001 Spillage Response Procedure. 

 

5.2: Gatehouse reception: 

a. On arrival the driver must park his unit and report to the gatehouse controller. 

Documentation is checked which can include email stating collection reference, tank 

number, previous load, cleaning certificates, tanker capacity, number and class eligibility. 

About cleaning certificate: 
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• for ex-work deliveries any cleaning station is permitted, although Sedamyl UK 

recommend using cleaning stations on their approved list for these customers. 

• if the product is being delivered on behalf of Sedamyl UK, the operator checks that the 

cleaning station is Sedamyl UK approved. If it is not the case, rejects the tanker and sends 

for re-cleaning. 

• if the previous load was Sedamyl UK GNA, a cleaning certificate could not be necessary. 

The gatehouse operator will print off an email from the scheduling team with 

confirmation of the 3 previous loads which is attached to the loading sheet.  

• In the case of loading IBC’s the scheduling team will confirm a reference number to load 

IBC’s from and a copy of SED LOGF-012 Alcohol Loading Sheet IBC will be sent to the 

loading point along with labels, seals and electric scales. 

b. Gatehouse operator can proceed weighing the tanker. The operator has to be sure that the 

lorry is positioned correctly on the weighbridge, keeping in mind that the first weight is 

normally between 14000kg and 16,500kg. 

c. Gatehouse operator issues the loading sheet, previous loads sheet/cleaning certificate, seals 

and label for the sample to the driver, then sends them to join with the loading operator to 

the alcohol loading area. 

 

5.3: Loading preliminary operations: 

a. The driver takes care to place the tanker in the loading area and attaches an earth strap to a 

suitable point on the tank. The loading enable light must be green. 

b. Loading operator checks the correspondence between the seals declared and those that are 

present on the tank and only then can proceed breaking the seals. The tanker must have all 

ADR required equipment and display relevant hazard warning labels for destination prior to 

the beginning of loading. Loading operator fills in safety checks, documentation checks and 

check before loading on SED LOGF-008 Alcohol Loading Sheet and is required to wear 

harness and use of fall arrest all time. 

c. A sample of the final rinse water must be nosed for any off odour and the tank has to be 

visually inspected. If any of these tests fail or the tank seems not complying with the 

standards of cleanliness required, the loading operator shall immediately notify the 

gatehouse who will arrange a second opinion from the lab manager and wait for 

instructions before rejecting or loading the tanker. Rejections will be recorded in SED LOGF-

004 Vehicle Rejection Record. 

d. There are four types of products which can be loaded food grade grain neutral alcohol, 

TSDA-1, heads & tails and fusil oil. The loader selects the correct flexible hose for the 

designated product, connects the hose to the tanker and opens the manual valve on the 

alcohol loading line and then the process of loading can start.  
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5.4: Loading operations: 

a. Using IR reader, the loading operator scans the bar code supplied with SAP loading sheet. 

This code controls the logic of opening of the actuated valves and pumps. If the IR reader 

has any malfunction the area manager may allow the loaders to set up the loading process 

by manually entering the details from the loading sheet provided. 

b. The loading storage tank is specified based on current production instructions from 

laboratory to best fit the alcohol quality to the customer requirements. 

c. Start the centrifugal pump: the alcohol flows into the compartment and the counter-liter 

comes into operation. 

d. The driver of the vehicle must wait in the designated area when the lorry is being loaded for 

all the duration of the loading. The loader monitors the load from the computer station and 

fills out the next section on SED LOGF-008 Alcohol check during loading. 

e. In the case of loading IBC’s the loader will fill the tanker to the requested amount on the 

provided loading sheet as per procedure, then discharge from the tanker into the IBC’s the 

requested amount from scheduling team using the scales to weigh each IBC. Once all IBC’s 

are filled the loader will refill the tanker with the amount discharged by manually typing in 

the amount as per manual procedure. 

 

5.5: Afterload operations: 

a. Once the loading cycle is finished, the loading operator checks with the driver if the tanker is 

ready for blowing air in the hose (foot valve, vent close, hatches close) to avoid losses of 

alcohol. The loader has to close the manual valve on the alcohol loading line, disconnect the 

hose, which is then replaced on the dedicated support. 

b. A sample (125 ml) of the delivery is collected from the sample valve of the tank, labelled 

with SAP Delivery number, customer name and location. The samples are handed to the lab 

at the end of every day. 

c. The tanker is sealed, earth clamp removed and the final section of SED LOGF-008 Alcohol 

Loading Sheet check after loading is completed by the loading operator. The loading sheet is 

signed and handed to the driver who is directed to return to the gatehouse for check-out. 

d. In the case of IBC’s the scales will be stored at the side of the alcohol loading point and the 

electric scales returned to the gatehouse along with SED LOGF-012 Alcohol Loading Sheet 

IBC. 

 

5.6: Check-out operations: 

a. The driver brings to the gatehouse all the documents. 

b. Gatehouse operator proceeds weighing the tanker. The loading information is entered on 

SAP. The operator will double-check that printed out data, calculated from the system or 
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entered in it, are in line with ordered volumes, loaded volume set on the loading 

flowmeters, tare and gross weight in line with guidelines for each specific tanker. 

c. Concerning documents preparation, gatehouse operator has to follow the checklist below: 

• ARC number must be reported and match with the ARC that system provide through SAP 

transaction, 

• journey time shall match with the transit time for delivering the tanker to the customer, 

• consignee address shall match with the one on delivery note, 

• check match between tank and seal numbers. 

d. For all foreign deliveries (including Ireland) the following documentation is required: 

delivery note, weighbridge ticket, CoA, eAD, dangerous goods note, CMR, custom export 

document, invoice and a copy of the cleaning certificate are to be given to driver. The 

operator will retain a copy of each for Sedamyl UK records. 

e. For all UK deliveries the following documentation is required: delivery notes, weighbridge 

ticket, CoA, Ead and a copy of the cleaning certificate are to be given to the driver. The 

operator will retain a copy of each for Sedamyl UK records. 

f. In the case of IBC’s the operator will use SED LOGF-012 Alcohol Loading Sheet IBC to 

calculate the weights and complete the documentation manually. 

g. Instances where the operator is unable to retrieve an ARC number can be resolved by either 

following the fallback procedure or creating the delivery on the HMRC website manually. In 

these cases the area manager or head of scheduling will advise the operator which to use. 

 

5.7: Alcohol transfer: 

a. Transfer from a daily tank (10TK, 20TK and 30TK tanks) to a storage tank (60TK, 70TK and 

80TK tanks) has to be authorized by laboratory following completion of SED LABF-002 

Alcohol Transfer. 

b. Before starting the dedicated transfer sequence through PLC, loading operator to collect 

alcohol storage keys and SED LABF-002 Alcohol Transfer sheet from the lab. They record 

initial volumes of daily and storage tanks on SED LABF-002 Alcohol Transfer. Once concluded 

the transfer, the same reading to be done and a sample from the storage tank to be taken.  

c. SED LABF-002 Alcohol Transfer, alcohol storage keys and the taken sample shall be returned 

to the laboratory once concluded the alcohol transfer. 

d. Transfer should not be interrupted for loading a tanker. If a tanker is going to be loaded 

from the same storage tank as transferred into, the sample should be immediately brought 

in laboratory for alcohol strength testing and authorised by lab manager for any loading to 

commence. 

 

6.0: Quality Records: 
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Records will be kept for a minimum of 5 years. 


